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Abstract
The paper deals with the development and study of the method to determine the parameters of the balancing devices of
three-phase power supply systems, based on the analysis of the system operation mode with the subsequent
graphoanalytical determination of the parameters of balancing and full compensation of reactive power. Complex methods
of analysis of linear electrical circuits are used. The proposed method allows obtaining in a graphoanalytical way a
numerical solution to the problem of balancing currents in a line and compensation of reactive power in a three-phase
power supply system with an asymmetric load. The calculation results show that the application of the proposed method
initiates significant balancing of currents in the lines of a three-phase power supply system. The unbalance coefficient in
the reverse sequence decreased from 32.9% to 1.25%. The phase difference between the voltage vectors of the phase EMF
and currents does not exceed 0.7 electrical degrees.
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nature of occurrence leads to emergence of overcurrents
and increase of costs in the grid. Therefore, balancing of
currents and reduction of the reactive power circulation in
the grid is an important task; its solution will help to
provide the required quality of electrical energy.
Balancing of currents and voltages in electric threephase power supply systems is an important means of
improving the quality of power supply [1–3]. It is through
balancing that the values of currents in the line phases are
matched, making the power sources load evenly. In
addition, balancing contributes to the reduction of
currents in the grids and, consequently, to the reduction of
losses in the transportation of electrical energy [4].

1. Introduction
Using electric motors as consumers of power supply
systems of various purposes is the factor of increasing
specific level of reactive power produced in generators
and circulating in power grids. Excessive reactive power
causes such negative consequences as losses in generators
and lines, voltage drop in lines, lower quality of electricity
in the grids as a whole. At the same time, with the
widespread use of single-phase motor consumers there is
a change in active-reactive phase loads. This phenomenon
is inherent in the power supply of railways, urban electric
transport, etc. Uneven loading of phases at its stochastic
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In addition to balancing, in order to reduce losses when
transmitting electrical energy, it is necessary to ensure
transmission from the source to only the active power
loading [5]. Balance-compensating devices are used to
solve such problems. Therefore, there is a need to
determine the parameters of the balance-compensating
devices, which, given the active-reactive resistance of the
lines, is quite a challenge.
In [6], the principle of balancing currents and reactive
power compensation is described, based on calculated
ratios linking the measured values of currents and load
voltages with the conductivity parameters of a balancingcompensating device. However, here the parameters of
power lines are not taken into account, which fact
negatively affects the accuracy of balancing and
compensation of reactive power.
Consideration of active-reactive resistance of lines,
connecting ideal sources (with infinite power) and
unbalanced active-reactive load is a factor that make it
difficult to determine the balancing and compensation
parameters [7–14].
To solve this problem, the authors of [7–14] use
optimization algorithms and methods, as well as modern
magnetic-pulse technologies.
In [7], the possibility of balance compensation and
reactive energy compensation by LCL filters is
considered. It is noted that, in the LCL filter study, only
the harmonic attenuation and loss of active power are
considered. The characteristics of the reactive power of
the LCL filter are not taken into account. Therefore, it is
possible to perform reactive power compensation by
means of a proper filter design. The authors propose a
multi-purpose optimal design method that includes both
reactive power loss and reactive power compensation.
In [8–10], the use of modern magnetic-pulse
technologies is considered, while rather capacitive blocks
of condensers are used in the equipment under study.
Such units, in addition to performing their direct
functions, are excellent means of compensating for
inductive power in the grid. I.e., for example, by replacing
the hydraulic press or the machine for stamping with a
magnetic-pulse analogue, it is possible to achieve more
efficient fulfillment of its direct functions and
compensation of reactive power in the power supply
system of the enterprise.
In [1] a new method for determining the required
amount of reactive power compensation for the power
grid is offered. It is based on tracking the reactive power
flow with the determination of compensation points. The
authors claim that the application of the proposed method
will allow optimizing the reactive power distribution, as
well as reducing reactive power losses.
Based on the analysis of the mechanism of power loss
and voltage drop in the distribution system, the authors of
article [11] proposed a method of automatic control of
reactive power compensation. This method aims at
maintaining the power factor of the feeders from 0.98 to
1.0. A method of simulating continuous power flow is

also suggested. The application of these methods should
reduce power losses in the power supply system.
In [12], by means of search-optimization, the following
parameters of the balance-compensating device are
calculated, which minimize the criterion that takes into
account the amplitudes of the reverse, zero sequence of
currents and the phase of the positive sequence of current.
The authors of [13], in their study of modes of full
reactive power compensation under the condition of
minimizing the criterion of the quadratic ball metric of the
reactive power of each power source, found that the
choice of the initial values of the optimization parameters
has a significant effect on the final result. It is shown that
there can be two stable local optimums, which means that
the solution of the optimization problem is ambiguous.
In [14], the search engine optimization is used to
determine the parameters of a symmetric device, and the
method is implemented on a visual model using
MATLAB software.
Also, a number of special methods are used to solve
the problem of load balance and reactive power
compensation in the power supply system. For example,
in [15], the authors consider the use of underground
power cables in combination with overhead lines, with the
reactive power of the overhead line being offset by power
cables. For such compensation, it is proposed to divide the
overhead line into n equal sections, and to insert power
cables between them. As a result, the inductive power of
the overhead line will be offset by the capacitive power of
the underground power cable. On the whole, the idea is
not bad with an obvious technical solution, but it should
be noted that its implementation significantly complicates
the process of laying such a combined power line. This
requires increased financial and time costs. In some cases,
this solution is completely impossible to implement, for
example, in mountainous or swampy terrain.
In [16] the problem of balancing of voltages of electric
grids nodes in phase coordinates is considered. Here,
there is a notable idea of calculating “injection” of
reactive unbalanced current from the compensation device
to the line that feeds the unbalanced non-uniform load
with the reactive component, which enables to realize the
mode of current balance and reactive power compensation
in a three-phase grid. Thus, it was found that the need to
take into account the resistance of the supply lines of
unbalanced load from a balanced three-phase infinite
power source causes complication of determining the
parameters of balance and compensation of reactive
fatigue in three-phase power supply systems. Precise
determination of such parameters provides the methods of
search engine optimization. But if the initial values of the
mode parameters are ill-chosen, ambiguous solutions can
be obtained.
Therefore, доцільним it is advisable to take into
account the parameters of the power lines in the analytical
determination of the balance parameters, and
compensation of reactive power is advisable using the
decomposition of systems for calculating the initial
approximation parameters, computational mathematics
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used in [12, 13], the method of sequential approximations
in [14], the idea of “injection” of the reactive unbalanced
current from the compression device in line with [16].
The use of linear algebra methods provides the desired
result, namely, the parameters of the balancing device,
which provide a balancing mode and complete
compensation of the reactive power in the three-phase
power supply system considering the impact of the power
lines resistance.
The purpose of the article is to develop and investigate
a method for determining the parameters of a balancing
device for three-phase power supply systems, based on
the analysis of the existing mode of system operation with
subsequent graphical and analytical determination of the
parameters of balancing and complete reactive power
compensation considering the impact of the power lines
resistance.
To achieve this goal it is necessary:

Sourse
EA

Іwa

Line
Uwa
Rw
Lw




to analyze the existing mode of the grid operation;
to create requirements for the parameters of the
balancing device;
to determine the scheme of the balancing device
and the parameters of its elements;
to analyze the efficiency of balancing and
compensation, if necessary, to specify the
parameters of the balancing device.

2. Analyzing the grid operation mode
Analysis of the grid operation mode means determining
the currents and voltages of the branches of its circuit.
Figure 1 shows an equivalent diagram of a three-phase
power supply system with unbalanced loading [17].
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Figure 1. An equivalent diagram of a three-phase power supply system with unbalanced loading

The three-phase source of electromotive force (EMF)
is balanced, of endless power with active value of
harmonious voltage E = 100 V and frequency 50 Hz. The
line phases have the same parameters of active resistance
Rw = 0.1 Ohm and induction Lw = 0,001 H. Active
resistances and inductions of branches of phase loads are
the following [14]:







with necessary explanations in Table 1. All calculations
were carried out in the Mathcad program.
Since we consider processes under harmonic influences
of the same frequency f = 50 Hz, all calculations are
further carried out in complex form.
Analysis of the results of calculations given in Table 1,
shows the following:
(i) The phase currents of the source and lines are equal
to the phase currents of the loads.
(ii) The phase currents of the loads are unbalanced and
have significant reactive components.
Quantitatively, the unbalance of the source currents
is characterized by the presence of a balanced
component of the negative sequence of currents, the
value of the unbalance coefficient by which
(Knc (2) = 32,871%) significantly exceeds the
permissible value.

Rna = 1.5 Ohm,
Rnb = 1.0 Ohm,
Rnc = 2.0 Ohm,
Lna = 0.025 H,
Lnb = 0.01 H,
Lnc = 0.04 H.

The diagram calculation on Figure 1. is made in a
known manner [18–21] in a complex form and presented
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Table 1. Calculation of currents in equivalent diagram in Figure 1

Resistance of the
balanced line phase
rw = 0.1 Lw = 0.001
zw= rw+ω·Lw·j

Resistance of phase A
loading
rna = 0.5 Lna = 0.025
zna= rna+ω·Lna·j

Resistance of phase B
loading
rnb=1 Lnb=0.01
znb= rnb+ω·Lnb·j

Resistance of phase C
loading
rnc=0.5; Lnc=0.025
znc= rnc+ω·Lnc·j

zw = 0.1+0.314j

zna = 1.5+7.85j
yna=1/ zna
za= zna+ zw
ya=1/ za
E=100

znb = 1+3.14j
ynb=1/ znb
zb= znb+ zw
yb=1/ zb
EA=E

znc = 1.5+7.85j
ync=1/ znc
zc= znc+ zw
yc=1/ zc
EB= EA·a2

Source of power

ω=314 с-1
j = 1
a=e2· (π/3)·j

EC= EA·a

Determining current of branches in the diagram
Finding potential of load neutral shift
E  y  EB  yb  EC  yc
U Nn  A a
 7.859  38.92 j
y a  yb  y c
Determining current of the branches
I na  ya  ( EA  U Nn )  7.084  11.823 j

I nb  yb  ( EB  U Nn )  16.062  7.085 j
I nc  yc  ( EC  U Nn )  8.977  4.738 j
Calculating balanced components of the current of branches
I n1  1/ 3  I na  aI nb  a 2 I nc  2.864  13.14 j

In2


 1/ 3   I

na

 a 2 I nb  aI nc


  4.22  1.317 j

U Nn  39.705

arg U Nn   101.416

I na  13.783

arg  I na   59.07

I nb  17.555

arg  I nb   156.196

I nc  10.151

arg  I nc   27.823

I n1  13.448

arg  I n1   77.702

I n 2  4.421

arg  I n 2   17.327

I n 0  1/ 3   I na  I nb  I nc   0
Calculation of the value of unbalance coefficient, % by reverse sequence

In2
I n1

 100  32.871

By the known
I wa , I wb , I wc and

3. Formation of requirements for the
parameters of the balancing device

(1)

I wb  I n1  a = 13,448 е j(162,298°)А
I wс  I n1  a = 13,448 е j(42,298°)А

(2)

currents
currents

of
of

the lines
the load

first law:

I ka  I wa  I na
I kb  I wb  I nb
I kc  I wc  I nc

(i) If the purpose is to ensure only the balance of the
currents of the power sources, then the BD must
consume unbalanced currents that compensate for the
component of the negative sequence of load currents.
Then the currents of lines I wa , I wb , I wc will contain
only the balanced component of positive sequence
I n1 (Table 1) from the currents of the loads
considering the phase turn, meaning:

I wa  I n1  13,448 е j(-77,702°)А

phase
phase

I na , I nb , I nc , we calculate the phase currents
I ka , I kb , I kc of balancing device according the Kirchhoff

In the diagram in Figure 1 the balancing device (BD) is
connected to load clamps A, B, C according to Figure 2.
Requirements for the balancing device should be
formulated as follows.

2

K nc 

(4)
(5)
(6)

(ii) If reactive power compensation is to be performed
alongside with the balancing, the BD must
compensate for both the reverse component of the
load current and the reactive component of the
positive sequence of load currents. Under this
condition, the line current will contain only the active
component of the positive sequence of load currents
(Table 1):

I wa  ReI n1  = 2.864 е j0° А

(3)

4

(7)
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I wb  ReI n1   a 2 = 2.864 е j240° А
I wc  ReI n1  a = 2.864 е j120° А

Sourse
EA

The balancing device currents are calculated by the
formulae (4) – (6).

(8)
(9)
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Figure 2. Equivalent diagram of three-phase system of power supply with abalanced load and connected
balancing device [17]

Let us assume that in the balancing mode with full
reactive power compensation in the line phases, a
balanced active current flows I1w , whose active value in
the first approximation is determined by calculations in
Table 1:

4. Determination the scheme of the
balancing device and the parameters of
its elements

I1w  ReI n1  = 2.864 А

Concerning the scheme of the balancing device: we will
assume that the supports are connected like a “star”. If it
is necessary to use the “triangle” scheme, the known
resistance of the “star” can be easily calculated in the
usual way.
The decisions about the type of elements are made on
the basis of the following considerations: since it is
impractical to increase the consumed active power, the
elements of the BD must be reactive. Since there is a need
to compensate for the inductive nature of the loads, the
nature of the reactivity must be capacitive.
When deciding on a balancing with full reactive power
compensation, the load currents should be specified for
further determination of BD currents.

(10)

We determine the phase drops of voltage in the lines

U wa , U wb , U wc when current I1w is flowing through
them as:

U wa  I1w  zw

(11)

U wb  a 2  I1w  z w

(12)

U wc  a  I1w  z w

(13)

We specify potentials U na , U nb , U nc of the points А,
В, С (see Table 1) of load connection
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U na  E A  U wa
U nb  E B  U wb
U nc  E C  U wc

We calculate the phase currents of the compensator
according to (4) – (6) considering condition (10) and
equations (18) – (20):

(14)
(15)
(16)

Then we calculate the voltage of the load neutral shift

U Nnn 

U na  y na  U nb  y nb  U nc  y nc
y na  y nb  y nc

(17)

(21)

I kb  a 2  I1w  I nb
I kc  a  I1w  I nc

(22)
(23)

The results of calculations by formulae (10) – (23) with
the necessary explanations are given in Table 2. All
calculations were carried out in the Mathcad program.

Then we specify the currents in load phases:

I nna  U na  U Nnn   yna
I nnb  U nb  U Nnn  ynb
I nnc  U nc  U Nnn  ync

I ka  I1w  I nna

(18)
(19)
(20)

Table 2 – Сalculation of the balancing device currents by the diagram of Figure 2 according to formulae (10)–(23)
I1w  Re( I n1 )
Calculating voltage decrease on the lines resistances when compensated current is flowing in them
U wA  I1w  zw  0.286  0.899 j
U wA  0.944
arg U wA   72.335
U wB  a 2  I1w  zw  0.636  0.698 j

U wB  0.944

arg U wB   47.665

U wC  a  I1w  zw  0.922  0.202 j

U wC  0.944

arg U wC   167.665

Elaborated calculation of currents in loadings considering voltage decrease in lines phases due to the flow of compensated
current
Una  EA  UwA
Unb  EB  U wB
Unc  EC  U wC

U Nnn =

E na  y na +E nd  y nb +E nc  y nc
 9.292  40.736 j
y na +y nb +y nc

I nna  U na  U Nnn   yna

I nnb  U nb  U Nnn   ynb

I nnc  U nc  U Nnn   ync

I nnb  16.867  7.795 j
I nna  7.456  12.461 j
Phase currents of compensator with the “star” connection circuit
I ka  I1w  I nna  4.591  12.461 j
I ka  13.28

arg  I ka   110.227

I kb  a  I1w  I nnb  15.435  10.276 j

I kb  18.543

arg  I kb   33.653

I kc  a  I1w  I nnc  10.844  2.186 j

I kc  11.062

arg  I kc   168.604

2

I nnc  9.411  4.666 j

from each other by the direction at angle π/2. That is, the
known parameters about each vector of the BD phase
voltage are, firstly, the initial points with potentials
U wa , U wb , U wc according to (14) - (16) and, secondly,

To determine the phase resistances zka , zkb , zkc of the
BD it is necessary to know the corresponding vectors of
phase voltages U ka , U kb , U kc . We know that phase
voltage vectors’ origin has the potential of joining points
of load phases A, B, C (see Figure 2) according to (14) (16), and their ends have the potential of a common point
U Nk (Figure 2).

the directions which are perpendiculars to the current
vectors I ka , I kb , I kс of (18) - (20), which allows us to
expressly form canonical equations of lines on a complex
plane.
The potential of the intersection point of the straight
lines, constructed according to the indicated signs for each
phase resistance of BD corresponds to the potential of the
common point U Nk .
By the rules of linear algebra we know that the
canonical equation of the line in the plane in the
orthogonal coordinates x, y has the form

To determine the potential U Nk of the neutral point of
the BD Nk, we note the following.
The known parameters of phase resistances of the BD
are the vectors of the phase currents of the BD. At the
same time, it was previously determined that capacitors
would be used as phase resistors for the BD. It is known
that the vectors of voltages and capacitance currents differ
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A x  B  y  C  0

In the process of determining the coordinates of the
potential U Nk of the point Nk, a situation may occur
where the coordinates of the intersection of the different
pairs of vectors’ directions will differ from each other.
In this case, it is advisable to take the coordinates
Re(U Nk ) and Im(U Nk ) of the potentials of point Nk as
the ones corresponding to the center of gravity of the
triangle, whose vertices coordinates are determined at the
intersection of the corresponding pairs of lines:

(24)

where А, В, С – are constant coefficients; x, y – are data
points of coordinates by orthogonal axes.
For a complex plane, axis x corresponds to the true axis
(horizontal axis Re), axis y corresponds to the imaginary
axis (vertical axis Im).
The values of coefficients Ai , Bi , Ci of the canonical
equations for the straight lines, on which the
corresponding vectors of the stresses of the BD U ki lie,
where i is the designation of the phases a, b, c of the BD
(Figure 2), are determined as follows:

Ai  Im( j  I ki )
Bi   Re( j  I ki )
Ci  Re( j  I ki )  Im(U ni )  Im( j  I ki )  Re(U ni )

Re(U Nk ) 

Im(U Nk ) 

(25)



Im U Nk ab





3
 Im U Nk bс  Im U Nk сa





3





(30)
(31)

(32)
(33)
(34)

(28)

zka 
zkb 

U kb looks like this:
1



Let us determine values of zka , zkb , zkc of capacitive
resistances of BD:

Matrix equation to determine the coordinates of the
intersection point of the directions of vectors U ka and

NKab  Aab Cab



U ka  U na  U Nk
U kb  U nb  U Nk
U kc  U nc  U Nk

elements are the real Reab and imaginary Imab of the
coordinates of the point of intersection:
T



After determining the coordinates of potential U Nk of
the BD neutral by (30, 31) we can determine the vectors
of phase voltages U ka , U kb , U kc :

(27)

U kb are determined by a column matrix NKab whose

Im ab 



(26)

To determine the coordinates of the intersection point
of the phase voltage vectors directions, matrix equations
for the coefficients of the corresponding canonical
equations must be solved. For example, the coordinates of
the intersection point of the directions of vectors U ka and

NKab  Re ab



Re U Nk ab  Re U Nk bс  Re U Nk сa

(29)

zkc 

Ba 
  Ca 
 , C ab  

Bb 
  Cb 
The elements of matrixes Aab and Cab are determined
 Aa

where Aab  
 Ab

U ka
I ka  j
U kb
I kb  j

;
U ka ;

(35)

U kc
I kc  j

The results of calculations by formulae (24) – (35) with
the necessary explanations are given in Table 3. All
calculations were carried out in the Mathcad program.

by formulae (25) – (27).

Table 3. Diagram-analytical Mathcad-calculation of potential of a neutral point and phase resistances of the
balancing device in Figure 2 according to formulae (24) – (35)

Coefficients of equation of voltage vector of phase A of a balancing device in canonic form (AAx+BAy+CA=0)
AA  Im( j  I ka )
BA   Re( j  I ka )
C A  Re( j  I ka )  Im(U na )  Im( j  I ka )  Re(U na )

AA  4.591

BA  12.461

C A  469.039

Coefficients of equation of voltage vector of phase B of a balancing device in canonic form (A Bx+BBy+CB=0)
AB  Im( j  I kb )
BB   Re( j  I kb )
CB  Re( j  I kb )  Im(U nb )  Im( j  I kb )  Re(U nb )

AB  15.435

BB  10.276

CB  101.165
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Coefficients of equation of voltage vector of phase C of a balancing device in canonic form (A Cx+BCy+CC=0)
AC  Im( j  I kc )
BC   Re( j  I kc )
CC  Re( j  I kc )  Im(U nc )  Im( j  I kc )  Re(U nc )

AC  10.844

BC  2.186

CC  342.463

Finding intersection points of voltages vectors of BD capacity separately for phases a&b, b&c, c&a

A
Aab   A
 AB

BA 
 C A 
 ; Cab  
;
BA 
 C B 

 24.518 
NK ab  Aab 1  Cab  

 46.673 

A
Abc   B
 AC

BB 
 C B 
; Cbc  


BC 
 CC 

 22.719 
NKbc  Abc 1  Cbc  

 43.971 

A
Aca   C
 AA

BC 
 CC 
 ; Cca  

BA 
 C A 

 22.336 
NK ca  Aca 1  Cca  

 45.87 

The results of calculations show that coordinates of the intersection points do not coincide. Thus, we make the decision about
the position of the BD neutral potential in the centre of gravity of a triangle with vertices in the points of intersection of the
phase voltages pairs
NK ab 0  NKbc 0  NK ca 0 NK ab1  NKbc1  NKca1
NK 

 j  23.191  45.505 j
3
3
Making formulae for determination of vectors of the compensator phase voltages
UkaNk  Una  Nk  122.905  44.605 j
UkbBNk  Unb  Nk  27.445  40.4 j
Calculated values of phase resistances of the compensator
U
U
z ka  kaNk  9.845 j
zkb  kbBNk  2.634 j
I ka  j
I kb  j

To analyze the efficiency of balancing it is necessary to
determine the currents in the branches of the diagram in
Figure 2, taking into account the values of BD resistances
determined by expression (35).
The scheme in Figure 2 has nine branches, six nodes,
four independent circuits. The accepted positive directions
of currents of branches are marked in Figure 2, the
positive voltage directions of the diagram elements
coincide with the positive current directions.
According to Kirchhoff's laws for the scheme in
Figure 2 the system of equations will contain four
equations under the second Kirchhoff law for circuits and
five equations by the first Kirchhoff law for nodes A, B,
C, Nn, Nk.
The elements of the first circuit and the direction of
their circumvention are as follows: Ea, zwa, zka, zkb, zwb, Eb.
The elements of the second circuit and the direction of
their circumvention are as follows: Eb, zwb, zkb, zkc, zwc, Ec.
The elements of the third circuit and the direction of
their circumvention are as follows: Ea, zwa, zna, znb, zwb, Eb.
The elements of the fourth circuit and the direction of
their circumvention are as follows: Eb, zwb, znb, znc, zwc, Ec.
We form a vector column of IK currents of branches:

IK  I wa

I wb

I wc

I ka

I kb

I kc

I na

I nb

zkc 

 zw

 0
z
 w
 0
F  1

 0

 0
 0

 0

5. Analyzing efficiency of balancing

UkcBNk  Unc  Nk  25.887  132.309 j

 zw
zw
 zw
zw
0
1
0
0
0

0
 zw
0
 zw
0
0
1
0
0

U kcNk
I kc  j

z ka
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0

 12.188 j

 z kb
z kb
0
0
0
1
0
1
0

0
 z kc
0
0
0
0
1
1
0

0
0
z na
0
1
0
0
0
1

0 

0 
0 

 z nc 
0 
0 

1 
0 

1 

0
0
 z nb
z nb
0
1
0
0
1

(37)
The column-vector of input impacts E relative to (36),
(37) is as follows:

E  E ab E bc E ab E bc 0 0 0 0 0

Т

(38)

where E ab  E a  E b , E bc  E b  E c .
We obtain vector IK of complex values of currents in
the result of solving the matrix equation:

IK  F 1E

(39)

The result of the solution of the matrix equation (39) is
given in Table 4.

I nc 
(36)
Т

In Table 4 we will pay attention to the values of Iwa, Iwb,
Iwc phase currents of the lines: we can see that by the taken
measures we were able to significantly symmetrize the
currents of the lines in comparison with the initial results of
Iwa, Iwb, Iwc (Table 1). Thus, the coefficient of unbalance in

Considering (36) the own matrix F of the diagram in
Figure 2 looks like:
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the negative sequence decreased from the initial value of
32.9 % (Table 1) to the level of 1.25 % (Table 4), the phase
difference between the vectors of phase EMF voltages and

currents does not exceed 0.7 electric degrees, which gives a
reason to think that the measures taken for balancing and
reactive power compensation are mostly effective.

Table 4. Calculation and assessment of coefficient of lines currents unbalance with the parameters of initial
compensation

Calculating the vectors of currents of the branches

 2.934  0.032 j 


 1.498  2.583 j 
 1.437  2.551 j 


 4.518  12.496 j 
IK   15.365  10.384 j 


 10.847  2.112 j 
 7.452  12.464 j 


 16.863  7.801 j 
 9.411  4.663 j 



IK : F 1  E

Calculated values of currents in lines
I wa  IK 0  2.934  0.032 j

I wa  2.934

arg  I wa   0.625

I wb  IK1  1.498  2.583 j

I wb  2.986

arg  I wb   120.104

I wc  2.928

arg  I wc   119.384

I wc  IK 2  1.437  2.551 j
Balanced components of current in the line
I w1  1/ 3  I wa  a  I wb  a 2  I wc  2.949  1.638 j  103

I w2  1/ 3   I wa  a 2  I wb  a  I wc   0.015  0.034 j

Coefficient of unbalance (%) of compensated current in the line

K nc 2 





I w2
I w1

 100  1.25

recalculation of parameters of the diagram of balancing
device and currents of the elements of the diagram by
equations (11)-(39) will take place.
The results of the elaborated calculations of the
parameters of the balancing device diagram by the second
approximation of the symmetric current value in the lines
( I1w = Re( I w1 ) = 2,949 A) are shown in the form of a
fragment of the Mathcad-document in Table 5.
The results shown in Table 5 clearly illustrate how, due
to elaboration of the parameters of the balancing device,
the effect of accurate balancing of the currents in the lines
with simultaneous compensation of reactive power under
unbalanced loading was achieved. At the same time, the
results of the current calculation completely coincide with
the results obtained by the author [14].
It should be noted that Table 1 - Table 5 are the
consecutive parts of a single Mathcad document, by
which graphical and analytical determination of the
balancing parameters and full reactive power
compensation for a three-phase power supply system is
practically implemented.

6. Elaboration of parameters of
balancing device
The reason for the incomplete balancing is obviously the
inaccurate calculation of the values of the compensating
resistance of BD.
When analyzing the reasons for such inaccuracy, the
following is established. After compensation and
balancing, the currents of the lines contain a symmetric
component of the positive sequence with the value of the
active component Re( I w1 ) = 2.949 A (Table 4). This
value is different from the value of I1w of the first
approximation (10) and is the second approximation of
the symmetric current value in the lines during balancing
and compensation.
To specify the parameters of the balancing device it is
enough to replace in the first line of Table 4 the values of
the first approximation of the symmetric current in the
line I1w = 2,864 A with the values of the second
approximation I1w = Re( I w1 ) = 2,949 A specified by the
results of the calculation (Table 4). After that the full
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Table 5. The results of calculation and assessment of coefficient of unbalance of lines currents with elaborated
compensation parameters

Calculating the vectors of currents of the branches IK  F 1  E

 2.949  5.969 j  105 


 1.475  2.554 j

 1.475  2.554 j



 4.503  12.462 j


IK   15.389  10.353 j


 10.886  2.109 j

 7.452  12.462 j



 16.864  7.799 j



9.412

4.663
j



Calculated values of currents in lines
I wa  IK0  2.949  5.969 j  105

I wa  2.949

arg  I wa   1.16  103  

I wb  IK1  1.475  2.554 j

I wb  2.949

I wc  IK2  1.475  2.554 j

arg  I wb   120

I wc  2.949

arg  I wc   119.999

Balanced components of current in the line

I w1  1/ 3   I wa  a  I wb  a 2  I wc   2.949  3.593 j  106

I w2  1/ 3   I wa  a 2  I wb  a  I wc   2.843  10-5  6.328 j  105

K nc 2 

Coefficient of unbalance (%) of compensated current in the line

I w2
100  2.352  103
I w1

illustrate the achievement of complete balancing of
currents in the lines with simultaneous compensation of
the reactive power under unbalanced loading.

6. Conclusions
By the known parameters of asymmetric activeinductive load, source and power line, the proposed
method allows obtaining graphically and analytically a
numerical solution of the problem of balancing currents in
the line and compensation of reactive power in a threephase power supply system with unbalanced load, which,
unlike the earlier methods, takes into account the impact of
the power lines resistance.
It is established that the parameters of BD, determined
according to the data of the initial analysis of the
operation mode of the power supply system under
unbalanced loading, do not always provide sufficient
effect of balancing and compensation. The results of the
calculations by the taken measures show that they lead to
a significant balancing of the currents in the lines. Thus,
the negative sequence unbalance coefficient decreased
from 32.9 % to 1.25 %, the phase difference between the
vectors of phase EMF voltages and currents does not
exceed 0.7 electric degrees. Therefore, the result obtained
shows that the measures taken for balancing and reactive
power compensation are sufficiently effective.
For further improvement of the balancing efficiency
and reactive power compensation, the BD parameters
should be elaborated based on the primary compensation
data. After the elaboration of the parameters of the
balancing device, the results were obtained, which clearly
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